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Abstract
In recent times, Procure-to-Pay (P2P) operations have matured significantly
with enterprises leveraging shared services and global delivery models to drive
efficiencies. P2P processes have improved immensely with the use of lean
methodologies, robotics and automation. And so have business metrics with
analytics and six sigma techniques, giving rise to the question – what next?
This paper discusses how the forces today are creating a perfect environment for a
comprehensive technology platform-based e-invoicing and supply chain financing
coupled with strong P2P operations to unlock significant business value.
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Traditional efficiency and effectiveness measures are passé
As P2P transformation leaders look ahead,
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Dawn of supply chain financing+
The P2P value chain can unlock
significant cash flow, especially in
this “cash is king” era where CFOs
are looking at lighter balance sheets
with lower net working capital.
This can be realized by leveraging a
robust technology platform to enable
supplier financing across both dynamic
discounting and supply chain financing.
In such a scenario, supplier financing
could be the solution to unlock
significant cash flow and be the nextgeneration value differentiator in P2P.

Supplier financing

Supplier financing is the process of
paying approved invoices early in
exchange for a discount. Supplier
financing can be broken into two
main categories: dynamic discounting
and supply chain financing.

Dynamic discounting and supply chain financing
Dynamic discounting is a business process
where suppliers can “elect” to receive
early payments for specific invoices (their
master vendor terms remain unchanged)
in return for giving up a small percent of
payment (discount amount). For instance,
supplier A supplies materials to company
B regularly and has a 60 day term. With
dynamic discounting, supplier A offers
an option to get paid early in exchange
for a discount. While the concept sounds
simple, the real driver of successful
dynamic discounting programs is the
supporting process and technology to
enable these transactions. Key questions
to ask are: how will the supplier contact
its customers about their financing need
and what discount is the supplier willing

to give in return for early payments?
Structurally, answering these questions
on a one-off basis is a big challenge.
This is where technology plays
a huge role.
Similarly, in supply chain financing,
suppliers can get paid early on
approved invoices in exchange for a
discount. The difference is that a thirdparty financier funds the early payment,
not the buying enterprise. The financier
essentially “lends” money to the
supplier based on their receivables as
collateral. This works well for suppliers
who can borrow money off the credit
rating of their customers – a huge
advantage for them.
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Technology solution
A strong technology backed solution
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Integrated supplier platform and
e-invoicing suite: This solution is prepackaged with an e-invoicing suite and

improving and automating processing times.
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Integrated transformation program: Critical success factors
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Conclusion
Delivering results: Right supplier, right price, on-time, every time
To capture the full value of P2P, an integrated P2P service delivery backed by a technology platform for e-invoicing and
supply chain financing is essential. This will make P2P the next value destination for procure-to-pay process owners, ensuring
what is expected from a P2P operation – purchase goods and services from the right supplier at the right price, and deliver
and pay for them at the right time.
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